
Given a domain D with elements d 2 D, and a reification function �:
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E-PUT-1
hS; e1i ,�! hS1; e
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hS; put e1 e2i ,�! hS1; put e01 e2i

E-PUT-2
hS; e2i ,�! hS2; e

0
2i

hS; put e1 e2i ,�! hS2; put e1 e

0
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E-PUTVAL
S(l) = d2 d1 2 D d1 t d2 6= >
hS; put l {d1}i ,�! hS[l 7! d1 t d2]; {}i

E-GET-1
hS; e1i ,�! hS1; e

0
1i

hS; get e1 e2i ,�! hS1; get e01 e2i

E-GET-2
hS; e2i ,�! hS2; e

0
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hS; get e1 e2i ,�! hS2; get e1 e

0
2i

E-GETVAL
S(l) = d2 incomp(Q) Q ✓ D d1 2 Q d1 v d2

hS; get l Qi ,�! hS; {d1}i

E-REIFY
hS; ei ,�! hS0; e0i

hS; reify ei ,�! hS0; reify e

0i

E-REIFYVAL

hS; reify Qi ,�! hS; �(Q)i

E-BETA

hS; (�x. e) vi ,�! hS; e[x := v]i

E-NEW

hS; newi ,�! hS[l 7! ?]; li
(l /2 dom(S))

hS; ei ,�! error

E-REFLERR

error ,�! error

E-PARAPPERR
hS; e1i ,�! hS1; e

0
1i hS; e2i ,�! hS2; e

0
2i hSr
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0r
1 i = rename(hS1; e
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hS; e1 e2i ,�! error

E-APPERR-1
hS; e1i ,�! error

hS; e1 e2i ,�! error

E-APPERR-2
hS; e2i ,�! error

hS; e1 e2i ,�! error

E-PUTERR-1
hS; e1i ,�! error

hS; put e1 e2i ,�! error

E-PUTERR-2
hS; e2i ,�! error

hS; put e1 e2i ,�! error

E-PUTVALERR
S(l) = d2 d1 2 D d1 t d2 = >

hS; put l {d1}i ,�! error

E-GETERR-1
hS; e1i ,�! error

hS; get e1 e2i ,�! error

E-GETERR-2
hS; e2i ,�! error

hS; get e1 e2i ,�! error

E-REIFYERR
hS; ei ,�! error

hS; reify ei ,�! error

Figure 4. An operational semantics for �par.

let par x = e1

y = e2

in e3

As mentioned above, let par expresses fork-join parallelism. The
evaluation of a program comprising nested let par expressions
would induce a runtime dependence graph as pictured in Fig-
ure 3 (left). In the terminology of parallel algorithms, the �par
language (minus put and get) can support any series-parallel de-
pendence graph. Adding communication through put and get intro-
duces “lateral” edges between branches of a parallel computation
like that shown in Figure 3 (right). This adds the ability to construct
arbitrary dependency graphs, just as with first-class futures [21].

3.3 Programming with put and get

Enough talk; let’s write some �par programs! We choose as our
domain D = {>} [ {(n,m) | n,m 2 N [ {?}}, that is, pairs of
natural numbers, as the domain for LVars, and define v to be the
product order on pairs. The symbol ? in this case is a shorthand for
(?,?), and the corresponding lattice is shown in Figure 1(b). We
can then write the following program:

let p = new in

let = put p {(3, 4)} in

let v1 = get p {(?, n) | n 2 N} in

. . . reify v1 . . .

(Example 6)

This program creates a new LVar p and stores the pair (3, 4) in
it. (3, 4) then becomes the state of p. The premises of the E-
GETVAL reduction rule hold: S(p) = (3, 4); the query set Q =
{(?, n) | n 2 N} is a non-empty, pairwise incompatible subset of
D; and there exists some element d1 2 Q such that d1 v (3, 4) in
the lattice (D,v). In particular, the pair (?, 4) is a member of Q,
and (?, 4) v (3, 4) in (D,v). Therefore, get p {(?, n) | n 2 N}
returns the singleton set {(?, 4)}.

Since query sets can be cumbersome to read, we can define
some convenient shorthands getFst and getSnd for working with
the domain of pairs:

getFst p
4
= get p {(n,?) | n 2 N}

getSnd p

4
= get p {(?, n) | n 2 N}

Querying incomplete data structures It is worth noting that
getSnd p returns a value even if the first entry of p is not filled in.
For example, if the put in the second line of (Example 6) had been
put p {(?, 4)}, the get expression would still return {(?, 4)}. It is
therefore possible to safely query an incomplete data structure—
say, an object that is in the process of being initialized by a con-
structor. However, notice that we cannot define a getFstOrSnd
function that returns if either entry of a pair is filled in. Doing so
would amount to passing all of the green- and red-boxed elements
of the lattice in Figure 1(b) to get as a single query set, which would
fail the incompatibility criterion.
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